Eddie

1. Eddie reluctantly agrees to let Catherine have a job.
2. Eddie welcomes Marco and Rodolpho into his home.
3. Tries to talk Catherine out of dating Rodolpho, saying he is using her (citizenship).
4. Eddie goes to Alfieri to try find a legal way for Catherine and Rodolpho to be separated.
5. Sees Rodolpho and Catherine come out of bedroom together and goes mad, beats Rodolpho and forces a kiss on the boy and Catherine.
6. Calls immigrations to turn in Marco and Rodolpho.
7. Eddie dukes it out in street with Marco to try and gain his reputation back.
8. Eddie dies by his own knife.

Catherine

1. Gets job as a stenographer.
2. Dates Rodolpho.
4. Tells Eddie that she has to leave.
5. Gets a kiss from Rodolpho, forced on by Eddie.
6. Plans to marry Rodolpho.
7. Calls Eddie a dirty rat.
8. Tries to reconcile with Eddie as he is dying.

Alfieri

1. Introduces the audience to the world of the play and our protagonist.
2. Advices Eddie to let Catherine make her own decisions.
3. He bails Marco and Rodolpho out of jail.
4. Concludes the play with a lamentation for Eddie.